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On June 13, 1996, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff met with l
lrepresentatives of BGE in Rockville, Maryland, to provide comments to BGE on

the scoping, intended functions, and aging effects portion of its Integrated
Plant Assessment (IPA) System and Commodity Reports template, and to provide
BGE with an opportunity to outline the aging management programs and
demonstration portion of the template. A list of meeting attendees is

,|provided in Attachment 1. Attachment 2 is a copy of the material distributed
at the meeting, and Attachment 3 is a list of the staff's comments and the BGE |
response.

|

The staff comment on the issue of " list" of structures and components subject
to an aging management review resulted in a lengthy discussion between the ;

staff and BGE. The discussion focused on whether the requirement in j
10 CFR 54.21(a)(1) to provide a list, requires unique identification of each 1

structure and component (including those in a commodity group) or can the
" list" identify only device types as BGE proposes. As a result of this
discussion, the staff took the action to provide some additional guidance on
the issue of " list" by June 20, 1996. BGE agreed to review the other staff |
comments and provide any additional responses by June 20, 1996. 1

BGE provided an outline of the aging management programs and demonstration
portion of the template. BGE also provided an example to illustrate the
implementation of the aging management programs and demonstration portion of
the template. The staff agreed to provide comments on the aging management
programs and demonstration portion of the template by June 20, 1996.

,

;

BGE presented a table that documents the staff comments from the March 25-28,
1996, Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Pilot Demonstration Visit, BGE responses j
to the staff comments, and the status of each comment. BGE indicated that it !

intended to use the table to track the resolution of staff comments, from the ;

NEI demonstration visit, associated with the content of a license renewal !

!application. The staff indicated that the intent of the NEI pilot was not to
generate issues that required resolution, but to evaluate the effectiveness of
the NEI guideline (NEI-95-10), and the participants implementation of the

,

guideline. The staff did recognize that development of the template would
indirectly address many of the staff's comments. The staff stated that if BGE. 1
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wanted to discuss a comment from the NEI demonstration visit to determine if
the template addresses that comment, the staff would indicate whether or not
the template adequately addresses the issue.

The next meeting between BGE and the staff is scheduled for June 20, 1996.
.
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wanted to discuss a comment from the NEI demonstration visit to determine if
the template addresses that comment, the staff would indicate whether or not j
the template adequately addresses the issue.

The next meeting betwean BGE and the staff is scheduled for June 20, 1996.

,
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anders, Project Manager lScott
License Renewal Project Directorate

i
Division of Reactor Program Management !

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation j
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Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
Baltimore Gas & Electric Company. Unit Nos. I and 2
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ATTENDANCE LIST
NRC MEETING WITH BALTIM0RE GAS AND ELECTRIC !

MAY 30. 1995

NAME ORGANIZATION

1. Scott Flanders NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
2. Scott Newberry _NPC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
3. Barry Tilden BGE

4. Barth Doroshuk BGE

5. Don Shaw BGE
6. Tricia Heroux for EPRI ,

7. Alice Carson BECHTEL
'

8. Sam Lee NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
.

9. H. L. Brammer NRC/NRR/DE/ECGB !
10. P. T. Kuo NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR i

11. Christopher M. Recan NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
12. Winston W. C. Liu NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
13. Robert Prato NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR l
14. Paul Shemanski NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR !

15. Hai-Bob Wana NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR i

16. John P. Moulton NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
17. Raj Anand NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
18. Steve Hoffman NRC/NRR/DRPM/PDLR
19. Richard E. Johnson NRC/RES/EMMEB 1

20.
21.
22. !
23. !

24. ;

25. !

26.
27,
28.
29.
30. 4

31.
32.
33,
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

ATTACHMENT 1
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License Renewal Project

License Renewal Discussions

June 13,1996
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License Renewal Project
.

Template of a License Renewal Technical Report

Phase 2 Development :
;

;

At the start of Phase 2, Phase 1 has provided:*

I

- SCs (structures / components) within scope,
- Materials and Environment,
- Potential and Plausible Aging Mechanisms,
- Effects of the Plausible Mechanisms on the SCs. ;

.

Phase 2 loops through each SCleffect combination-

for:
,

- Methods to manage the effects,

i - Site Programs that apply those methods, |

- Demonstration that the Programs manage the Effects i;

|!
- such that the Functions are maintained. t

| |

| siid. 2

1

4
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License Renewal Project

For each SC group /effect combination. do D.. E.. and F. below.

D. Methods * to manage the ARDMs/ effects of the ARDMs

Mitigation of the ARDMfs)

1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review
to mitigate the onset and/or propagation of degradation.

2. You may need to refer back to the characteristics of the
applicable ARDM(s) when describing these methods.

3. What conditions would be maintained? These could be
controlled conditions (coatings / painting, ph ofinternal fluid,
etc.) or design conditions that go beyond basic design (like oil-
impregnated sand under a fuel oil tank, for instance).

* section 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology," Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," has some guidance. i

Slide 3
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License Renewal Project

D. Methods * to manage the ARDMs/ effects ofthe ARDMs...

... Discovery of the effect(s) of the ARDM(s)

1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to
discover the onset and/or propagation of degradation, such as
inspecting, monitoring, testing, etc.

2. These methods must detect the aging effect over a time period in
which it is likely that detection will occur prior to the loss of the
function.

3. What discovery criteria * would be used in conjunction with
these discovery methods?

* section 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology," Methods to Manage the Effects of Aging," has some guidance.

Slide 4
_ /
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License Renewal Project

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)

Mitigation of the ARDM(s)

- Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC
group within their scope, and which provide mitigation for the SC
group /ARDM(s) combination.

Include the name of the program.-

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,-

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to
the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The-

elements involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which
could include the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance,
sample size or location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only
as they pertain to the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

Slide 5
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License Renewal Project

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)

Mitigation of the ARDM(s) . . .

... For existing plant programs that must be modified,

Provide the information from above for th: existing portion.-

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will-

affect the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental
standards, references or procedural steps.

Describe new elements added to carry out the program.-

Describe how the modified portions pertain to the needs indicated-

by the methods discussed earlier.

/

Slide 6
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License Renewal Project

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)

Mitigation of the ARDM(s) . . .

... For new programs,

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases,-

developmental standards, and references.

Describe the new elements for carrying out the program.-

Decribe this information to the extent known, but in enough-

detail to demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods
discussed earlier will be met.

Slide 7
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License Renewal Project

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)...

... Discovery of the effects of the ARDM(s)

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the-

SC group within their scope, and which provide discovery for the
SC group /ARDM(s) combination.

Include the name of the program.-

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,-

references and procedural steps, then provide information that
pertains to the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The-

elements involve the technology applied to carry out the program,
which could include the criteria for establishing the frequency of

I performance, sample size or location (if known), parameters
measured, etc. again only as they pertain to the needs indicated by the
methods discussed earlier.

Slide 8
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License Renewal Project

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)...

... Discovery of the effects of the ARDM(s)...

For existing plant programs that must be modified,...-

Provide the information from above for the existing portion.-

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will-

affect the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental
standards, references or procedural steps.

Describe new elements added to carry out the program.-

Describe how the modified portions pertain to the needs-

indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

1

Slide 9
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License Renewal Project
|

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)...
:

... Discovery of the effects of the ARDM(s)...

'

For new programs,...-

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases,-

developmental standards, and references.

Describe the new elements for carrying out the program.-

Decribe this information to the extent known, but in enough-

detail to demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods
discussed earlier will be met.

i

Slide 10
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/ License Renewal Project

F. Demonstration of how AMPS manage effects such that the
function (s) is(are) maintained during the period of extended
operation.

Using specifics, tie the demonstration logic together for this-

SC group /effect combination.

Based on the actual results, multiple groups could bejoined-

for efficiency. Just ensure that the information is still
logically tied together.

Use a series of bullets that summarize the logical steps.-

A

Slide 11
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License Renewal Project

For example:

Feedwater piping provides for pressure boundary integrity.-

Erosion / Corrosion is plausible for feedwater piping, causing wall-

thinning (loss of material) which can lead to loss of pressure
boundary integrity.

Calvert Cliffs' erosion / corrosion program will detect wall thinning-

before the pressure boundary integrity function is threatened.

Therefore, the pressure boundary integrity provided by the feedwater-

piping will be maintained, consistent with the CLB, throughout the
period of extended operation.

|

Slide 12
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License Renewal Project
t

Loop back to "D. "for the next SCgroup/effect, else,

G. Reference List

Complete each Technical Report with a list of pertinent-

references.

- Last Slide -
,
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[11). AGING MANAGEMENT

Fuel Oil Sigrage Tanks

Due to the differences in environments affecting aging, the fuel oil storage tank discussion is
divided into three section; tank internal surfaces, tank bottom external surfaces and tank accessible
external surfaces.

Tank Internal Surfaces:

[Aj. Materials and Environment for Device Tyne - Provided in Phase 1.

[Bj. Plausible Aging Mechanisms. Crevice corrosion, general corrosion, pitting, fouling and
microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) are plaus%)e ARDMs because the internal carbon
steel material of construction could be exposed to fuel c I which might in turn be contaminated
with water and/or biologics. Although, the interior surfaces of the fuel oil storage tank are
covered by a protective coating, no credit is taken for this coating when determining the plausible
aging mechanisms. He coating does play an important role in the aging management of the tank
as discussed in the following paragraphs.

[C). ARDM Effects on SC Functions. If the diesel fuel oil is contaminated with water which comes
into contact with the metal surfaces of the tank, the effects of general corrosion, crevice corrosion
pitting and MIC would be uniform or localized loss of material from the tank interior surfaces.
He effects of fouling would be a layer of deposits on tank interior surfaces that could lead to
increased rates of pitting and general corrosion. Any aging effect that reduces the wall thickness
of the tank, if left unmanaged, has de potential to cause leakage from the tank under normal or '

more severe loading conditions. L

~

[D). Methods in Manage the Aging Effects. Methods to manage aging of the fuel oil storage tank ;

interior surfaces are discussed in two categories. Mitigation measures are activities which reduce
the likelihood or rate of the ARDMs. Discovery techniques include those that can reasonably
detect the effects of aging prior to loss ofintended function and those that can confirm the absence
of such effects by indirect means.

I

Mitigation. In order to mitigate the effects of crevice corrosion, general corrosion, |
pitting, fouling and microbiologically influenced corrosion, the conditions present within |

the tank can be controlled. Fuel oil is not corrosive to carbon steel under the conditions j

present in the fuel oil storage tanks. Significant rates of corrosion-related ARDMs only |
occur when water is present with the fuel oil in the tank. The presence of water in the |

3

tank cannot be totally prevented; however, minimizing the amount of water and the
length of time it may be present in the tank is an effective method to mitigate the effects
of general corrosion, pitting, crevice corrosion, MIC and fouling. Additionally, MIC is
only possible if microbiological activity is present in the tank. Herefore, sampling the
tank for biological growth and taking appropriate action if positive indications are
discovered is an effective technique to mitigate the effects of MIC. Corrosion inhibitors i

can also be added to fuel oil to contribute to maintaining a non-conosive environment in |
the tank. j

!

Significant rates of corrosion related ARDMs only occur when tank metal surfaces come |
into contact with a fluid which may be corrosive, in addition to controlling the fluid,
another method to mitigate the effects of aging on the tank interior is to install a design
feature, such as a coating, which prevents contact between the metal surfaces of the tank
and the system fluid. Without such contact, the plausible ARDMs cannot occur. In

!

|

1 !
;

i
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addition to preventing the contact that could allow aging to occur, the coating also
facilitates discovery methods as discussed in the following paragraphs.

Discoverv. De effecta the pkusf'dMging mechanisms are detectable by visualr
techniques. Because the tank 5 Wected by a coating on the interior surfaces, observing
that this coating is intact is an effective method to ensure that the effects of the plausible
ARDMs have not occurred. Because the tank coating does not contribute to its intended
function, observing the coating for degradation provides an alert condition which triggers ,

corrective action before degradation of the tank's ability to perform its intended function i

could occur. Additionally, measuring the thickness of the protective coating in selected -

locations and documenting the overall condition of the coating during the visual |
inspection will also provide reasonable assurance that the effects of all plausible aging i

mechanisms will continue to be prevented until the next inspection.

[E). Identification and Descriotion of Acine Manacement Propms. A combination of mitigation and
discovery methods are implemented through CCNPP programs and activities to manage the
effects of aging on the intended function of the diesel fuel oil tanks. The plant programs and
activities described below apply to all the fuel oil storage tanks subject to aging management
review.

Mitication. The following plant programs ensure that the presence of water in fuel oil
being loaded into the storage tanks is minimized and the presence of a significant amount
of water or the presence of biologies within the tank causes appropriate corrective action,

ne " Oil Receipt Inspection and Fuel Oil Storage Tank Surveillance" procedure requires
sampling fuel oil prior to unloading to the fuel oil storage tanks and sampling of the fuel
oil in the storage tanks at periodic intervals specified in the CCNPP Technical
Specifications. his procedure also provides limits for water, viscosity and sediment for
both receipt inspection and technical specification surveillances in accordance with
ASTM D975-81. De periodic sample of the tanks also includes a check for biclogics.
Target and action values are contained in the procedure for both receipt inspection and
periodic surveillances. If these values are exceeded, a technical evaluation is required in
accordance with a separate procedure entitled " Chemistry Technical Evaluations."
Appropriate corrective action is taken based on this evaluation.

Also, prior to unloading fuel oil to the fuel oil storage tanks and at periodic intervals
while the fuct is stored in the tank, a corrosion inhibitor is added to the fuel to minimize
corrosion in the diesel engine itself. This inhibitor will also aid in controlling corrosion
of any exposed metal surfaces in the tank.

In addition to sampling of the fuel oil and adding a corrosion inhibitor, steps are taken to
remove any water which accumulates in the tank. Tank design features ensure that any
water introduced into the tank collects in a sump at the tank bottom rather that in any
other local areas of the tank Plant operating procedures require that water collecting in
the bottom of the tank be drained periodically thus minimizing the length of time that
water is present in the tank. If excessive amounts of water are drained during this
evolution, the cause of the excessive water must be determined and corrected.

De tank interior surfaces are also covered by a protective coating which prevents contact
between the metal surfaces and the system fluid.

Discoverv. In addition to the mitigative measures discussed above, to provide additional
assurance that aging effects will not prevent the performance of the fuel oil tanks'

2
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intended f action, CCNPP will perform an internal inspection of the fuel oil tanks at
periodic in'.ervals. His inspection will include the following features - 1) a visual
assessment of the condition of the tank interior in accordance with American Petroleum
Institute (API) Standard 653 for fuel oil tank inspections,2) measurements of the
thickness of the tank interior coating at several locations in the tank in accordance with
ASTM Standard D-Il86 for coating thickness measurements, and 3) observations for
voids and pin holes in the tank coating in accordance with guidance in NACE RPO 188.
The results of this inspection will be documented and used to assess the overall condition
of the tank and the appropriate interval until the next inspection.

A recent inspection of a fuel oil storage tank using the standards listed above revealed
that the tank is in good condition with no significant coating deterioration after
approximately 20 years of service.

[F]. Demonstration. Based on the factors presented above, the following conclusions can be reached
with respect to the fuel oil storage tanks:

All potential ARDMs for this tank were evaluated and specific plausible ARDMs were*

determined.
nese plausible ARDMs are mitigated by an installed coating on the tank interior as well as*

by a number of plant programs and activities. Progrems and activities include close controls
over fuel prior to unloading to the tanks, periodic sampling of the fuel while stored in the
tanks, corrective actions if biologics or significant amounts of water are discovered in the
tank, and addition of a corrosion inhibitor.
The effects of the plausible aging mechanisms and any deterioration to the coating which*.

prevents these ARDMs would be discovered during a periodic inspection.
If any significant aging effects are discovered, appropriate corrective actions would be taken*

such that the effects of the plausible ARDMs would not impact the intended functions of the |

tank through the next inspection interval under all loading conditions that are part of the
CCNPP CLB.
Results of a recent inspection indicate that these programs are efTective.*

Therefore, the effects of aging are adequately managed for the internal surfaces such that there is
reasonable assurance that the fuel oil storage tanks will be capable of performing their intended
functions consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operations.

Tank Bottom External Surfaces:

[A). Materials and Environment for Device Tyne - Provided in Phace 1.

[B]. Plausible Aging Mechamsms. Based on a careful review of material of construction, extemal
i

environment of the tank bottom and a number of design features which preclude contact between |

the metal surface of the tank bottom and any aggressive soil environment, the conclusion has been
reached that there are no plausible ARDMs for the fuel oil storage tank extemal bottom surfaces.

He tank bottoms are coated with a coat of bitumastic superblack, which provides protection from
galvanic corrosion. All weld seem are covered with asbestos strips to prevent contact between )
these welds and any aggressive soil environment. The tanks are set on a three inch layer of oil-
soaked compacted sand which provides a benign environment for aging of any carbon steel which
would come into contact with it. The outer edge of the tanks are anchored to a concrete ring and
any voids between the tank bottoms and the concrete ring are filled with grout and the joint is
sealed with a fibrated cold plastic coal tar pitch flashing. Fuel oil storage tank 21 is also located
inside a protective enclosure with its bottom at an elevation of 46 feet, thereby preventing any

3 |
|
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' direct contact between the tank bottom and the ground water table. Tank 11 is located outside at
the same elevation, again well above the ground water table. ne tank bottoms are also protected
by an impressed current cathodic protection system.

ne extensive preventive measures discussed above were demonstrated to be effective through an
inspection of Fuel Oil Storage Tank i 1 after approximately 20 years of service. He inspection
included a series of ultrasonic tests to measure the thickness of the 1/4 inch thick (by design) i

bottom plates. He minimum thickness measured during this inspection was .251 inches with
most inspection points showing more wall thickness.

13ased on the extensive protective design features of the fuel oil storage tank bottoms, there are no,

aging mechanisms which could affect the exterior surface of the tank bottom to the extent that the
tank could not perform its intended function during the period of extended operations. Therefore
no aging management program is required. However, it is good engineering practice to
periodically measure the thick 2 ss of the tank bo: tom when the tanks are opened and drained for
the internal inspection discussed above (under Tank internal Surfaces). Herefore, these
measurements will continue to be a part of that inspection and will continue to reaffirm the
conclusion that the tank bottom is not subject to any plausible aging mechanisms.

Tank Accessible ExternalSurfaces:

[A]. Materials and Environment for Device Tvoe - Provided in Phase 1.

[Bj. Plausible Aging Mechanisms. Crevice corrosion, general corrosion and pitting are plausible
ARDMs because the external carbon steel material of construction is potentially exposed to
humid, moist or wet environments. Sun and weather will deteriorate the protective paint coating4

of fuel oil storage tank I i which is located outside and, ifleft unmanaged, could lead to
accelerated corrosion of surfaces exposed to moisture. Fuel Oil Storage Tank 21 is protected from I>

the direct affects of sun and weather by a protective enclosure. However, the accessible surfaces
of the tank are still subject to changes in humidity and temperature, and therefore require the
protection of paint. The paint is not credited during the plausibility determinations with
preventing all contact between the metal exterior surfaces and the external environment.
Nevertheless, this painted surface is an important factor in the aging management of the tank
external surfaces as discussed in the following paragraphs.

'

[C] ARDM Effects on SC Functions. If the diesel fuel oil storage tank protective paint coating were,

allowed to degrade in an uncontrolled fashion, the affects of crevice corrosion, general corrosion-

and pitting would be uniform or localized loss of material from the accessible external surfaces of

the tank. Any aging effect that reduces the wall thickness of the tank, ifleft unmanaged, has the
potential to cause leakage from the tank under normal or more severe loading conditions.

[D]. Methods to Manage the Aging Effects. Methods to manage aging of the fuel oil storage tanks
accessible external surfaces are discussed in two categories. Mitigation measures are activities I
which reduce the likelihood or rate of the ARDMs. Discovery techniques include those that can I

reasonably detect the effects of aging prior to loss ofintended function and those that can confirm
the absence of such effects by indirect means.

Mitigation. To mitigate the effects of the plausible ARDMs, the conditions on the
external surfaces of the tank must be controlled. Significant rates of corrosion related
ARDMs only occur when the tank metal surfaces come into contact with moisture.
Preventing direct and prolonged contact between metal surfaces and moisture is an
effective mitigation technique for the ARDMs determined to be plausible for the
accessible external surfaces of the tank.

4
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Discoverv. He effects of the ARDMs that were determined to be plausible are
)

detectable by visual techniques. Because the accessible external metal surfaces of the '

tank are covered by a protective coating (paint), observing that this coating is intact is an j
effective method to ensure that these aging efTects have not occurred. Because the paint
does not contribute to the intended function of the tank, observing the paint for
degradation provides an alert condition which would trigger corrective action before i

degradation of the tank's ability to perform its intended function. Bus, performing
frequent observations by individuals familiar with the system and responsible for its
condition is an effective method of ensuring that appropriate actions are taken to correct
degraded coating conditions prior to loss of the tanks' intended functions.

[E]. Ident1Dention and Descrintion of Agine Management Program % A combination of mitigation and
discovery methods are implemented in CCNPP programs and activities to manage the effects of
aging on the intended function of the diesel fuel oil tank accessible external surfaces. He plant

,

programs and activities described below apply to all the fuel oil storage tanks subject to aging j
management review.

|
|

Mitigation. A combination of plant programs and activities ensure that the external metal
surfaces of the tank are not in contact with a moist, aggressive environment. Dese

|
programs are based on preserving the protective coating (paint) which serves as an I
effective measure to mitigate the onset of the plausible ARDMs for the fuel oil storage
tanks. More discussion of how these coatings themselves are preserved is contained
under " Discovery" in the next paragraph.

Discoverv. An individual is assigned to serve as the system engineer for the Diesel Fuel
Oil System. In accordance with the Plant Engineering Guideline governing " System
Walkdowns", the assigned system engineer for each system will walk down their systems
at regular intervals (typically monthly or as negotiated with their line supervisors). He
purpose '.st'tids walk down includes "to identify and record any new or existing condition
that could prevera the system from performing its intended function." The guideline
goveming these walkdowns contains a checklist for the system engineer to complete
while performing the walkdowns. This checklist includes a step to ensure that coatings

.

are applied and intact.
|

Conditions requiring corrective actions are documented on the walkdown checklist. If
these conditions constitute a potential condition adverse to quality, the system engineer is i

required to document that concern in an issue Report in accordance with a separate |
procedure governing" issue Reporting and Assessment." This procedure specifies that i

assue reports receive review by a dedicated issues assessment unit which includes a j
determination as to whether the issue would require a review for generic implications and 1

a root cause investigation. (A separate procedure governs the determination of which
issues warrant a review for generic implication and root cause investigation.)
Additionally, the issue reporting process requires that the reported condition is assigned
to the appropriate individual or group for corrective action and requires that the status of
that corrective action be tracked to its final completion.

I

A separate engineering procedure governs " Painting and Other Protective Coatings."
This procedure ensures that painting and protective coatings activities are consistent with

,

applicable industry codes and standards. His procedure refers to a detailed standard J

which governs surface preparation, application of coatings, inspection and testing and ;
quality controls. '

5
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He combination of system engineer walkdowns, the issue reporting and assessment
procedure and the painting and other protective coatings procedure will ensure that the
painted surface of the fuel oil storage tank exterior will remain intact and/or receive
timely and appropriate corrective actions when any significant coating deterioration
exists. Herefore, the protective coating will continue to prevent prolonged contact
between the metal surfaces of the tank exterior and any moist environment.

[F]. Demonstration. Based on the factors presented above, the following conclusions can be reached
with respect to the fuel oil storage tank accessible external surfaces:

All potential ARDMs for the tank accessible external surfaces were evaluated and specific*

plausible ARDMs were determined.
Rese plausible ARDMs are mitigated by a protective coating which prevents direct contact*

between the external tank metal surfaces and the moisture in the surrounding air.
ne presence of any effects of the plausible aging mechanisms or deterioration of the*

protective coating will be observed as part of the periodic walk down by the assigned system j

engineers.
'

Any significant deterioration of the painting will be corrected in order to ensure that the aging*

effects on the metal surfaces of the tank exterior are minimized or prevented altogether. In
this manner, the structural integrity of the tank is not impaired. Consequently the intended
function of the fuel oil storage tanks is assured under normal as well as more severe loading
conditions required by the CLB.

Herefore, the effects of aging are adequately managed such that there is reasonable assurance that
the fuel oil storage tanks will be capable of performing their intended functions consistent with the ;

CLB during the period of extended operations. !

i

1
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TABLE 5.3-1

DFO SYSTEM COMPONENT TYPES REOUIRING AMR

Provided in Phase 1

!

|TABLE 5.3-2
|

POTENTIAL AND PLAUSIBLE ARDMs FOR THE DFO SYSTEM

Component Types for Which ARDM is Plausible Not )
Pi ing Check 11and Tank Plausible forPPotential ARDMs

Valve Valve System

Cavitation Erosion /
~

Corrosion Fatigue /

Crevice Corrosion / / / /

Erosion Corrosion / )
jFatigue /

Fouling /

Galvanic Corrosion /

General Corrosion / / / /
,

flydrogen Damage /

Intergranular Attack / |

MIC / /

Particulate Wear Erosion /
|Pitting / / / /

Radiation Damage /

Rubber Degradation /

Saline Water Attack /

Selective Leaching / ,

'

Stress Corrosion Cracking /

Stress Relaxation /

Thermal Damage /
Thermal E;nbrittlement /

Wear /

f
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Template of a License Renewal Technical Report -

The Technical Report contains two main sections: Scoping and Aging Management. Contents of each ,

are provided below.
,

!
'I. Scoping

A. System / Structure / Component description

Provide a general description of the system's purpose, major equipment, boundaries.e

If this is a non system LRA, then a discussion of the commodity grouping should be*
!provided with reference to or incorporation of details from the methodology.

The information provided herein should be of sufficient detail to allow a reader whoe

is unfamiliar with CCNPP specifics to gain an understanding of the system.

- B. Scoped SCs and functions

Briefly discuss that the system scope was narrowed by the LR rule scoping criteriae

to SCs within scope and further narrowed to the SCs that require an aging
management review (AMR) by reviewing the SC passive functions.
A listing or table should detail which SCs (or SCs groups) are in scope and which*

require AMR.
Detail here can be limited by referencing the methodology scoping sections..

Sufficient information should be provided such that a reader who is unfamiliar with*

CCNPP specifics can gain an appreciation for what is in scope and why. Important
here is the relation of the SC to the function that caused the SC to require an AMR. i

~ '

In later LRA paragraphs this becomes the function that the aging managing program.

must preserve.4

Any unique grouping, based on what makes sense, for the LRA writing should be*

included here.
,

II. Aging Management

include a table indicating all Age-Related-Degradation-Mechanisms (ARDMs) considered
,

4 '(potential ARDMs) and those determined to result in plausible aging effects. For each
component type (or group of similar component types) subject to AMR, provide the following

3

demonstration:

A. SC materials and environment

Provide details of the SC materials of construction that are pertinent to the plausiblee 1

aging issues / passive intended functions.
Provide a description of the environment to which the SC is subjected in all service*

modes, internal and external, and identify the pertinent environmental parameters *

PageIof5
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Iemplate of a License Renewal Technical Report

related to the aging effects decisions (i.e., plausible and non-plausible
determinations).

B. Plausible aging mechanisms

Describe the aging issues that were considered, including:

plausible ARDMse

non-plausible ARDMs (as determined to be required based on " visibility" ofissue)e

Generic Safety Issue (GSI)/ Unresolved Safety issue (GSI) related aging issues?e

Include in the discussion the basis for plausibility /non-plausibility determinations and the
resultant aging effects of plausible ARDMs. References to source material should be
made, as appropriate. )

:

C. ARDM effects on SC functions
1

For instance, for piping these are things like cracks in piping, loss of material, loss*

of mechanical closure integrity of bolted connections.
Describe how the specific ARDM affects the specific SC. How does the mechanism !*

progress? Ilow does it reveal itself/ What does it look like? |
Ilow/to what extent is the passive intended function affected? |*

For each SC grouo/effect combination. do D.. E.. and F. below.

D. Methods * to manage the ARDMs/ effects of the ARDMs

Mitigation of the ARDM(s) |
l

1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to mitigate the onset
and/or propagation of degradation.

2. You may need to refer back to the characteristics of the applicable ARDM(s) when
describing these methods. ;

3. What conditions would be maintained? These could be controlled conditions !

(coatings / painting, ph ofinternal fluid, etc.) or design conditions that go beyond
basic design (like oil-impregnated sand under a fuel oil tank, for instance).

Discovery of the effect(s) of the ARDM(s)

1. Include methods discussed in the Aging Management Review to discover the onset
and/or propagation of degradation, such as inspecting, monitoring, testing, etc.

|

* Section 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology," Methods to Manage the Effects of Aghg," has some guidance.
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,

2. These methods must detect the aging effect over a time period in which it is likely

that detection will occur prior to the loss of the function.
3' What discovery criteria would be used in conjunction with these discovery

methods?

E. Identification and description of aging management programs (AMPS)

Mitigation of the ARDM(s)

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group within*

their scope, and which provide mitigation for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.

include the name of the program..

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, l*

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to the |

needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier. 1

Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The elements |e

involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size or
location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only as they pertain to
the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.

For existing plant programs that must be modified,*

Provide the information from above for the existing portion..

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will affect the*

program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, references or
procedural steps.
Describe new elements added to carry out the program..

Describe how the modified portions penain to the needs indicated by the.

methods discussed earlier.

1

For new programs, ;*

1

Describe the new program purpose, .: cope, bases, developmental standards,.

and references.
Describe the new elements for carrying out the program. j

.

Decribe this information to the extent known, but in enough detail to ]
e

demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier will be |
'

m et.

* Section 6.3 of the CCNPP IPA Methodology," Methods to Manage the EfTects of Aging," has some guidance.

Page 3 of 5
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Discovery of the effects of the ARDM(s) *

Provide information on existing plant program (s) which have the SC group within*

their scope, and which provide discovery for the SC group /ARDM(s) combination.
,

Include the name of the program.e

Review the program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,*

references and procedural steps, then provide information that pertains to the ,

needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier.
Provide the elements of the program that match the methods. The elements*

involve the technology applied to carry out the program, which could include
the criteria for establishing the frequency of performance, sample size or
location (if known), parameters measured, etc. again only as they pertain to
the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier. |

For existing plant programs that must be modified,*

Provide the information from above for the existing portion.e

Describe the aspects that must be modified and how they will affect the*

program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards, references or
procedural steps.
Describe new elements added to carry out the program.*

Describe how the modified portions pertain to the needs indicated by the*

methods discussed earlier.

For new programs,*

Describe the new program purpose, scope, bases, developmental standards,e

and references.
Describe the new elements for carrying out the program.*

Decribe this information to the extent known, but in enough detail to*

demonstrate that the needs indicated by the methods discussed earlier will be j
met.

F. Demonstration of how AMPS manage effects such that the function (s) is(are)
maintained during the period of extended operation

Using specifics, tie the demonstration logic together for this SC group /effect |
.

combination.
Based on the actual results, multiple groups could bejoined for efriciency. Just |.

ensure that the information is still logically tied together.
Use a series of bullets that summarize the logical steps..

i
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For example: )*

Feedwater piping provides for pressure boundary integrity, je

Erosion / Corrosion is plausible for feedwater piping, causing wall thinninge

(loss of material) which can lead to loss of pressure boundary integrity.
,

Calvert Cliffs' crosion/ corrosion program will detect wall thinning before Ie

the pressure boundary integrity function is threatened. )
Therefore, the pressure boundary integrity provided by the feedwater pipinge

will be maintained, consistent with the CLB, throughout the period of
extended oper . ion. i

G. Reference List

Complete each Technical Report with a list of pertinent references.e

|

I

|
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Response to NRC Comments on NEI Pilot Demonstration Visit

Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

GI The scoping methodology presented by the ymiicipant was consistent with No Response. Cl
the guidance and intent of NEl 95-10. Refer to NEl 95-10, Section 3.0 and

64.1.

G2 The intended functions for the stmetures and components were identified on No Response Cl
the structure and component level. Refer to NEl 95-10, { 4.1.

G3 The methodology for selecting aging efTects appeared consistent with the No Response Cl
guidance provided in NEl 95-10. Refer to NEl. 95-10, f 4.2.1.1

G4 De participant needs to provide a better description of the methodology, The referenced section in the NEI Guide states that features to consider for - O
criteria, and corrective actions associated with aging management programs the demonstration are the following .-. The NRC interpreted " features to
to meet the intent of NEl 95-10. Refer to NEl 95-10, @ 4.2.1.2 and { 6.2.3. consider" as a checklist where each piece ofinformation is required. His

was a common occurrence.

Action Required: This comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level ofdetail.

G5 Some of the participant's program is based on the old Rule, Title 10 of the Updates were in progress for AMR reports. Specifically, the stmetures C2
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 54 (10 CFR Part 54), or an earlier format reports still referred to Unique to License Renewal, a term eliminated from
utilized by the panicipant and needs to be updated the new Rule.

Action Required: Complete updating reports. (Complete).
G6 To date, the license renewal application (LRA) prepared by the participant Level of detail of LRAs issue. See comment G4. O

falls short of the level of detail required by NEl 95-10 and needs more detail
before submitting it for NRC staff review. Refer to NEl 95-10, { 6.2. Action Reouired: This comment will be resolved as pan of the current

initiative on level of detail.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
Cl - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.
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Response to NRC Comm=ts (P g2 2 of 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
- Number

G7 The participant's FSAR Suppleric tt presented to the staff during the site Level of Detail in FSAR Supplement. De referenced section of the Guide O
visit also needs more detail to meet the intent of NEI 95-10. Refer to NEI merely states that "Section 54.21(d) of the Rule requires that a summary
95-10, p 6.3. description of the programs and activities for managing aging for the period

of extended operations as determined by the IPA review and the evaluation
of time limited aging analyses for the period of extended operations be
included in the FSAR Supplement."

Action Recuired: Ris comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level of detail.

G8 A review of the participant's LR procedures did not clearly demonstrate that he procedures did not clearly refer to the Control Procedure which C2
they met the quality control requirements intended by NEI 95-10. Refer to governed their preparation.
NEl 95-10, g 3.3, { 4.4, and 5.3.

Action Recuired: Add a reference to the control procedure which govemed
their preparation. (Complete)

G9 De participant did not perform a separate search of NRC generic BGE's approach to generic correspondence is described in the BGE C1
communications but used other industry documents to identify aging effects. methodology am* specifically in the response to NRC RAls. It does not
This raised a concern that some industry experknce imy be missed and include an exf cit generic correspondence review but relies on anli
alerted the staff of the need to assess effective ways for ;dentifying industry established sita process for incorporating industry experience into all site
experience throughout the LRDP. activities.

Action Reauired: None.
GIO The participant needs to provide more in'ormation that describes how their Level of Detailissue. O

aging management programs will efTectis ely manage the effects of aging for
renewal. Refer to NEl 95-10, 4.4 and &2. Action Reauired: His comment will be resolved as part of the current

initiative on level of detail.
G11 De intent of NEl 95-10 is to have all TLAAs complete at the time of This comment is a function of several factors. 1) We used the wrong O

application with some potential for exceptions which is allowed by the format to address the vessel TLAA. It had already been resolved, but we
guideline. De participant's handling of TLAAs led the staff to believe that used the format in the NEI Guide for TLAAs which had been deferred.
they were planning to delay more of the TLAAs than intended by the Dis led the Staff to think our standard format is the one for TLAAs that
guideline. Refer to NEI 95-10, Q 5.1.4. have been deferred. 2) Still have a conceptual disagreement with the Staff.

They still believe that TLAAs with very few exceptions should all be
resolved prior to LRA submittal. We believe the Rule allows latitude.

Action Reauired: Conduct further discussions with the NRC on this issue.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -.
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Response to NRC Ccmm: cts (Pcg 3 cf 25 )

Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

G12 Currently, the participant does not intend to address those generic safety BGE methodology requires addressing all aging issues regardless of Cl
issues (GSI) classified as low priority by the NRC GSI program. Refer to whether a GSI applies. Consistent with the SOC to the Rule, it provides
NEl 95-10, { l.5. additional options for an aging issue when a GSI does apply. Herefore, the

approach taken is consistent with the BGE Methodology and the NEI
Guide. It appears that the StafTs expectation may be to see an explicit
review of GSis and USIs for license renewal and a discussion of why they
do or do not need to be addressed. We need to have an explanation ready
for each one that does not apply and why, but should not include such a
discussion in the LRA.

Action Required: None
G13 The participant's age-related degradation inspection program needs to Comment is not clear. ARDI inspection program has not been developed ~CI

specifically address the inspection of components in inaccessible areas. beyond the conceptual level but our documentation already states that it will
Refer to NEI 95-10,{ 4.3.1. cover structural steel in "inaccessibif (not readily accessible) areas. It is

believed that this comment may has e resulted from the Staffs
misunderstanding of our reference to Section 2 in each LRA when
discussing ARDI. Rey looked al Section 2 of the methodology when we
were actually referring to Section 2 of the LRA.

Action Required: None.

NEI I The current NEl 95-10 guidance that describes the " demonstration" of an No response. Cl
effective aging management program may need more description to provide
the necessary guidance to meet the intent of 10 CFR Part 54. Refer to NEl
95-10, Q 4.2.1.3, Q 4.2.2.I, { 4.2.2.2, and { 4.2.3.2.

NEl-2 Determining the level of detail for many areas of the LR process was a No response. Cl
primary objective of the LRDP. He team identified some concerns with the
level of detail presented during the site visit and will continue to assess the
level of detail presented throughout the LRDP. De staff will build on our
observations from the site visit to determine the need for additional guidance
in this area. Refer to NEI 95-10, { 6.0.

|

0 - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

|
.
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Respo se to NRC Ccmm::ts (Pcg2 4 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

'

- NEl-3 De intent of NEl 95-10, j 5.1.4, in general, is to provide the necessary Conceptual disagreement on timing of TLAAs. O
guidance to have applicants complete and submit all YLAAs at the time of
application for LR. NFI 95-10 allows for delays under special instances Action Recuired: Conduct further discussions with the NRC on this issue.
with additional submittal requirements as provided by the guideline.
Additional guidance may be needed to ensure that any delay of TLAAs after
submittal cf an LRA is the exception. Refer to NEl 95-10, j 5.1.4.

NEl-4 ne team found inconsistent guidance in NEl 95-10 with respect to the See response to comment Scoping 9. C3
listing of structures and components within commodity groups. Refer to
NEl 95-10, { 4.1, @ 4.4.I, and Figure 4.1-1.

Scoping

Scoping The participant's system level scoping results were reviewed. The No Response Cl
1- participant's scoping was consistent with NEI 95-10, i 3.1 regarding

systems, structures, and components within the scope of LR. The
participant's system level scoping results included the documentation of the
systems and structures that are within the scope of LR and their intended
functions consistent with NEI 95-10, 6 33.

Scoping The Main Feedwater (MFW) component level scoping results were No Response Cl
2 reviewed. It was determined that the component intended functions were

well documented and consistent with NEl 95-10, { 33.

Components in the MFW System were reviewed on a sampling basis to
determine if the component scoping was complete with no obvious
omission. No omissions were noted.

Scoping De information sources used for the system and stmeture scoping were No Response Cl
3 documented and consistent with NEI 95-10. Table 3.1-1.

Scoping De MFW evaluation boundary for scoping was reviewed and determined to No Response C1
4 be appropriate and consistent with NEI 95-10, 54.1.1.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
Cl - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

.-_ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -- - - -- .-
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Respo se to NRC Ccmm=ts (Pcg2 5 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments ' Status
, Number

Scoping Attachment I ta the MFW component level scoping results and the Diesel The BGE procedure provides additional guidance on what it means to Cl
5 Fuel Oil (DFO) System scoping results were reviewed to assess if the perform an active vs passive function. For example, the pre-evaluation

passive determinations for components were made consistent with the rule procedure provides the following explanatory note to the evaluator .
and NEl 95-10, { 4.1.2. " Examples of active functions include providing required

cooling flow to a heat exchanger, providing an electrical signal
The explanation in the preevaluation table of Attachment I for the MFW to a device, providing electrical power to a load or bus, providing
Component Level Scoping results refers to the component function indication of a plant condition, removing decay heat, providing
" requiring motion" rather than component function being performed by fault isolation where motion or a change in configuration or
" moving parts." In the DFO System results, the criteria of"causes plant properties is involved (e.g., circuit breakers. fuses, electronic
parameters to change in a measurable way" was applied. Additionally, some isolators). Generally, active functions cause plant parameters to
explanations simply state that the function "provides indication of plant change in a measurable manner during the normal course of
condition" or "provides closure of MOVs" and therefore is not passive. plant operations or during accident conditions."
While these criteria may lead to proper Sterminations of active / passive, Consequently, justification for active vs passive functions in pre-
they are not consistent with the criteria in the guideline evaluation results often uses words other than merely echoing the words

in the LR Rule.

Action Reauired: None.
Scoping It was noted that MFW pressure and level transmitters were included as ne BGE Methodology does not identify pressure and level transmitters as Cl

6 subject to an aging management review (AMR) although the NEl guideline subject to AMR. It identifies such instrumentation as being addressed in
considers them to be outside the scope of LR. the instrument lines commodity evaluation. In this way the justification for

exclusion of each type of PB instrumentation (as active) may be presented
and defended once rather than in each system LRA.

Action Reauired: None
Scoping ne component pre-evaluation procedure was reviewed to determine if long- No Response Cl

7 lived detenninations are consistent with the NEl guideline. De procedure
delineates the criteria for making "long-lived" determinations consistent
with NEl 95-10.

The MFW component preevaluation results were reviewed to determine if
the long-lived determinations were applied consistent with established
procedures. All components not determined to be long-lived were subject to
specified replacement intervals of 5 years and therefore met the intent of
NEl 95-10.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - - - _ - - _ _ - _ _
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Response to NRC Commr_ts (Pcg 6 of 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number
Scoping De MFW and DFO component scopmg results were reviewed to determine The NEl Guide states in 6.2.2 that the LRA must contain a list of structures, C3

8 if the structures, and components subject to an AMR were identified. De components or commodity groups subject to aging management review. In
structures and components subject to an AMR are listed in Attachment 4 of the BGE LRA the list of SCs subject to AMR was provided in a grouped
the MFW and DFO component scoping results. He participant's format.
preliminary information contained only a summary of structure and
component types (i.e., piping, valves.. etc.) for the DFO and MFW systems. De Staffis reviewing w hether the Rule requires a complete list of
Therefore the preliminary material did not meet the intent of NEl 95-10, components in the LRA. See response to comment Scoping 9.
however, the information on site did contain the necessary information.

Scoping The preliminary information and in the life cycle management (LCM) The BGE methodology states that component supports will be scoped O
9 evaluation did not contain a listing cf the component supports within the consistent with the structures scoping process. It also states that a list of

scope of review. NEI 95-10, ) 4.1 states that "Regardless of the method component support types will be included in the results. De NEI Guide
used it (the identification) must produce a listing of structures and refers to structures, components, and groups in most places.
components required by 54.21(a)(1)(1) and (ii)." 10 CFR 54.21(a)(I) states
that "For those systems, structures, and components within the scope of this ne SOC to the previous LR Rule (which is still applicable) states -
part, as delineated in { 54.4, identify and list those structures and "Second the IPA should contain specific lists ofSSCs important to license
components subjact to an aging management review." nus an application renewal. The list may be provided in a combined format but must still
must contain a list of the component supports contained in each of the address the specific information required by this rule." (Old SOC 56 FR
component supports commodity groups. 64955)

Although NEI 95-10 is specific about listing the structures and components, in SECY 93-049, the Staff was addressing the industry concern that a
NEl 95-10, g 4.1 infers that a list of commodity groups may be an specific list of SSC was required by the previous LR Rule to be included in
acceptable alternative to the list of all structures and components within the FSAR Supplement and that thi ?ouirement would be overly
scope of LR (the use of the term "or" in parenthesis) however in Figure 4.1- burdensome to produce and maintain ana .m - = cene..7 d reviewer.
I the list must include structures, components, and commodity groups which (The original LR Rule contained no provision for a separate LRA and
infer that lists of all three must be provided. NEl 95-10, Q 4.4.1 states that FSAR Supplement. All IPA documentation was to be included in the FSAR
only a listing of structures and components is required, there is no mention Supp). SECY 93-049 states -
of commodity groups and therefore, NEI 95-10 may need some clarification.

" ne Staff believes that these concerns can be adequately addressed
without changing the Rule , the ITLR SSC listing can be accomplished by
grouping SSCs (e.g., by function). The staffdoes not envision a list that
includes the identity of each component (such as each containment
penetration with identification number.)" (SECY 93-049 p. 9)

Action Required: His comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level ofdetail.

Aging Management Process Comments (AMP)

0 - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
Cl - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.



. .

R sponse to NRC Comme:ts (Pcg3 7 of 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number
AMP 1 The MFW System, DFO System, and component supports aging No Response Cl

management programs were reviewed to determine if the aging effects were
identified consistent with NEl 95-10, f 4.4.2. Aging efTects were identified
in the onste AMRs as well as the application example for these systems.

AMP 2 De AMRs for DFO System MFW System, and component supports were ne NEl Guide (6.2.3) states - O
reviewed to determine if the aging effects were " assessed." These reports "De following infonnation on the AMR should be included in the renewal
contained an assessment of all aging effects and ajustification as to why application ..
they are or are not plausible. De application example for these systems did
not contain an assessment of the aging effects contrary to NEl 95-10, i Identification and assessment of the aging effects (or mechanisms)e

6.2.3. including a description of the materials of construct en and service
environment. Operating experience should also 5 .: considered in order
to identify applicable aging effects. . "

The discussion in the BGE LRA was consistent with the NEl Guide. It
contained all of the aging effects assessment items mentioned above for
plausible aging effects. However, the discussion was not in detail and did
not address non-plausible aging efTects.

Action Required: This comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level of detail.

AMP 3 The AMRs for DFO System, MFW System, and component suppons and No Response Cl
the respective example applications were reviewed to determine if
programs / activities to manage the effects of aging are identified consistent
with NEl 95-10, g 4.4.2. He AMRs and their respective applications
identify programs to manage the effects of aging.

AMP 4 DFO System Operating Experience Consideration - NEl 95-10, 4.2.1.1, AMR report for DFO was being updated to provide the reasons why the C2
indicate that operating experience should be assessed. Discussions with the buried piping would receive an external inspection.
panicipant indicated that similarly managed buried fuel oil piping has failed
at th-ir fossil units. This information affected their selection of aging Action Required: Complete the update of the DFO AMR Report.
management programs for LR. However, this operating experience (Complete).
information is not discussed in the AMR report.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

__ _- _ ___ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - -
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Response to NRC Comm:nts (Pcg2 8 cf 25 )
'

Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number
AMP 5- Attachment 8 to " Diesel Fuel Oil Aging Management Review" indicates that Same as AMP 4. C3

corrosion of buried piping is to be managed by cathodic protection.
Ilowever, the draft LRA in the preliminary information indicated that
corrosion of buried piping is also to be managed by an augmented
inspection. The participant informed the staff that their management
recommended augmented inspections after the AMR report was completed.

AMP 6 De AMRs for DFO System, MFW System, and component supports and ne Staff again interpreted " elements to consider" in the NEl Guide as O
their respective sample applications were reviewed to assess if the required elements ofinformation in the LRA. The comment also reflects
participant's demonstration of aging-management programs were consistent some aspects of the fact that the DFO AMR was in the process of being
with NEI 95-10, @ 4.4.2. updated and did not yet refer to the ARDL Also the Staffs comment

reflected a misunderstanding of the role of system engineer walkdowns.
De AMRs did not appear to contain an explanation of how the credited Dey refer to them as a new program which has not been developed. In fact
programs manage the effects of aging consistent with two key elements they are already in progress and ge emed by an existing site procedure
delineated in NEl 95-10, j 4.2.1.3. For example, the AMR for the MFW (PEG-7) which the Staff reviewed. (Later in the comment package they
system states that chemistry control provided an environment that limits the refer to the criteria in PEG-7, saying that such acceptance criteria should be
rate of corrosion fatigue. While this may be a true statement, it does not included in the AMR/LRA.)
demonstrate how corrosion fatigue can be detected "before there is a loss of
the structure or component intended function" or how the program "contains Action Required:
acceptance criteria" for " timely corrective actions."

Complete the update of the DFO AMR Report. (Complete)
De AMR for the DFO System implies that general corrosion and pitting
corrosion are managed by cathodic protection which minimizes corrosion The potion of this comment related to additional explanations as part of the
effects. His description does not explain how the program will manage the demonstration will be resolved as part of the current initiative on level of
efTects of aging such that the intended function (pressure boundary) will be detail.
maintained during the extended period of operation (see previous MFW
example).

Additionally, the MFW System, DFO System, and Component Supports
AMRs and example applications contain an identification of aging
management programs that are not yet developed. He MFW and DFO
systems contain age-related degradation inspection programs that have yet to
be developed. As well, the component support commodity group relies on
system engineer walkdowns. Derefore, these programs have not been
adequately developed such that the staff can judge the adequacy for
managing the effects of aging during the period of extended operation.

1
_.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . . _ _ _
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Respo se ta NRC Ccmm=ts (Pcg2 9 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number
AMP 7 De component supports commodity evaluation was reviewed to assess ne AMR stated that the supports were divided up by environment (inside O

whether the grouping of commoditie s was performed consistent with NEl vs outside containment) and that all supports in this commodity report were
95-10, j 4.1.2. De participant's component commodity evaluation states carbon steel. The Staff found this level of detail concerning environment
that design, environment, and loading are considered with no specific and materials of construction to be inadequate. In this case, the plausible
description of the types of environment and specific materials of aging led to the conclusion that baseline inspections and follow on
construction. The remainder of the process for establishing the component walkdowns were needed to manage aging. Herefore, much less etTort went
suppon commodity groups appears to meet the guidance provided in NEl into binning supports into different, specific bins. Staff expected to see
95-10. more groups with more discussion on aging effects and anempts to justify

that no aging effects need to be managed for certain support types.
Details on the bounding environmental conditions, the specific materials of
construction, the most severe loading conditions, or the similarities of design Action Required:
for each coramodity group should be included. For example, the
preliminary writeup for anchorage including clastomer vibration isolators Portions of this comment will be resolved as part of the current initiative on
states " . general corrosion, clastomer hardening and other loading are the level ofdetail.
age-re!ated degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) considered to be plausible
for these carbon steel equipment supports" but does not provide any Other parts of the comment relate to the commodity process used for
discussion of the elastomer materials. De discussion in Section 2 of LCM component supports. Dese process questions will be resolved during the
evaluation 1657 states that the two design commodity groups considered technical review of the Component Supports submittal.
under the piping support category was for suppons that were noted as
having threaded fasteners in the load path and those that did not; e.g., spring
hangers, constant load supports, and rod hangers, and stanchions and frames.
Discussion that clarifies details as described in the two examples should be
included in the application.

.

|
|

|

| 0 - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
' C1 - Closed. No action required.

,
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_- _ . _ _ - . . . - . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ ..



. .

Response to NRC Ccmm=ts (Pc.g210 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

issues

AMP 8 De participant's procedures for scoping and their results were reviewed to ne referenced section of the QA Policy Manual states that "QA program C2
determine consistency with NEI 95-10, j 3.3, which states that the results of controlled documents include the UFSAR; Operating License including the
the scopio.. mcess should be documented using the " quality assurance Technical Specifications; Emergency Response Plan; Security Plan; QA
program ' . M :t at the plant." Policy; the ISFSI updated SAR and Materials License including Technical

Specifications; procedures, specifications; and drawings." (Emphasis
LCM-1.' m that work products from the scoping procedure "are reviewed added) It also states that administrative and technical procedures are
and approved in accordance with established QA Review and Approval prepared according to a " Control Procedure" and that the quality control
Processes." No QA Review and Approval Process reference was identified organization performs compliance reviews on the control procedures. The
in this procedure or in the corresponding scoping results. In addition, EN-1- Control Procedure for LCM procedures is PR-1-100, which has received
302 did not reference any QA Review and Approval Process. Ilowever, QA review and approval. The fact that QA has not reviewed individual
EN-l-303 did reference the participant's QA Policy. LCM procedures does not represent a deficiency.

The participant's QA Policy, Revision 45, dated January 6,1996, was Action Reauired: Identify the IPA procedures' relationship to their Control
reviewed. This QA policy identifies the documents that are "QA Program procedure more clearly by specifically referencing PR-1-100 in the LCM
Controlled"(Section iB.6). This section does not list the participant's Procedures. (Complete)
License Renewal Scoping Results as QA Cantrolled documents.

The QA Policy, Revision 45, I B.6, page 24 states that the Quality Assurance
organization performs compliance reviews on " Directives" and " Control
Procedures." It does not appear that the site QA organization has performed
any reviews of the LCM procedures or results.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -__-___ __-____ ___- _-_-_



. ._. .
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Respo se to NRC Comm :ts (Pcgr 11 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

Main Feedwater

Feed I ne inclusion of the MFW System within the scope of LR meets the No Response Cl
selection criteria set forth in NEI 95-10, f 3.1, the evaluation boundaries are
consistent with the system safety related pressure boundary, no obvious
omissions with respect to the structures, and components selected were
observed, and the structure and component level intended function (s) were
identified. De participant did include the seat and disc from the MFW
isolation valve which is discussed later in this trip report.

Feed 2 The participant provided a process methodology for determining component No Response Cl
level intended function and the plausible aging effects associated with each
component group. The identification of aging effects presented by the
participant appeared generally consistent with NEI 95-10, { 4.4.2.

Feed 3 He sample LRA failed to provide any details on the aging management ne BGE LRA and AMR are consistent with the NEl Guide regttirements O
programs and the demonstration of how the aging effects will be managed for a demonstration. Ilowever, the Staff clearly interprets the Guide as
during the period of extended operation. requiring a much more detailed demonstration in both the LRA and AMR

Report.
He MFW AMR was also lacking in similar detail. For example, the
"Feedwater Aging Management Review," Attachment 8, provides the Action Recuired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current
rationale for selecting aging management attematives. Attachment 8 initiative on level of detail.
indicated that chemistry control is relied on extensively for aging
management but did not provide a description of the chemistry control
program or the basis that would demonstrate how the program will manage
the associated aging effects as required by NEl 95-10, } 4.2.1.3.

Feed 4 Based on discussion with the participant and review of documents outside No Response Cl
their LR program, the aging management programs presented / intended
appeared consistent with NEI 95-10, f 4.2.1.2.

Feed 5 ne participant included the seat and disc for the isolation valve (along with The BGE approach to include seat and disk of certain valves is consistent Cl
the valve body) within the scope of LR based on an intended function of with the BGE IPA Methodology since the seats and discs contribute to the
pressure boundary. Including the seat and disc within the scope of LR in pressure retaining boundary of the system.
pressure boundary application is not inconsistent with the guideline or the
Rule. Action Required: None.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

- - - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - - - _- __ -__-__- __-_____-_ _ --__-_ ____________- __ _ ._____ __-_ - __ - __ _ _ _ _ - ____-___. -
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Respo:se ta NRC Ccmmrts (Pcg212 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demor.stration Visit Comments Status
Number

issues

Feed 6 1. Level of Detail - determining the level of detail for an application for LR Feed LRA addresses all but one of the NEl Guide (features to consider) -O
'(Issue 1) is a key objective for the LRDP. He participant's sample LRA is lacking in bullets but not in any level ofdetail. (The one not addressed is industry

detail operating experience which is addressed generically per the BGE
methodology.) Staff comment reflects that they want more discussion on

ne NEI 95-10, g 6.2.3 states that the following information on the AMR each bullet in LRA. Rey also want more detail in AMR on chemistry.
should be include' LRA:

Action Reauired: His comment will be resolved as part of the current
A description . ructures and components that are being initiative on level ofdetail.*

evaluated.
The identification of the systems, structures, and components intended*

functions, as appropriate.
. De identification and an assessment of the aging effects (or.

mechanisms, if appropriate), including a description of materials of
construction and service environment.
ne consideration of operating experience in order to identifye

applicable aging effects for the structures and components.
De identification and description of aging management programs.

necessary for renewal.
The demonstration that aging management programs, either new,*

existing, or enhanced will adequately manage the effects of aging such
that the intended functions will be maintained consistent with the
current licensing basis (CLB) for the period of extended operation.''

The current level of detail for the MFW intended by the participant does not
contain the following information:

An adequate description of the structures and components being*

evaluated.
An adequate identification and assessment of the aging effect including*

a description of materials of construction and service
environment.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
CI - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ __ _ - . _ ___ _ _ . . _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _



. .

Respo se to NRC Ccmm:nts (Prga 13 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

A review of NRC generic communication operating experience was note

specifically considered for LR in order to identify applicable aging
effects for the structures and components (reference discussion below).

- An adequate identification and description of agirig management.

programs necessary for renewal.
An adequate demonstration that aging management programs, either*

new, existing or enhanced, will adequately manage the effects of aging
such that the intended function will be maintained consistent with the
CLB for the period of extended operation.

In addition, the level of detail presented in the Attachment 8 to the
"Feedwater Aging Management Review" provides the rational for selecting
aging management alternatives. The chemistry control program is relied
upon extensively. However, no description of the chemistry control
program or the basis why the program would manage the specific aging
effects is provided.

Feed 7 2. Generic Communication - The participant's LR program does not The apdoach taken to industry experience is explained in the BGE C1
(Issue 2) include a separate search of NRC generic communications to identify LR Methodology ad response to RAls concerning the methodology.

concerns. They currently review higher tier documents such as Electric
Power Research Institute, Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, topical and Action Reauired: Mne.
other industry reports which are relied on to contain those generic
communications relating to aging effects and other aging effects not
included in NRC generic communications.

It was the staffs expectation that applicants would review generic
communications as well as other sources ofindustry information to meet the
intent of NEI 95-10, f 4.2.1.1 with respect to industry experience. Although
NEl 95-10 does not specifically call for a review of generic
communications, reviewing generic communications is a normal approach
of examining industry experience. Because of the lack of a specific
requirement and the apparent logical approach presented by the participant,

j the staff will continue (throughout the demonstration program) to assess the
; need for a specific generic communication review.

!

| 0 - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.



-
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| Response to NRC Ccmm:nts (Pcg; 14 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments . Status,

| Number
Feed 8 3. GSI and Unresolved Safety issues - GSI 35, " Degradation of Internal in addition to the fact that GSI 35 (degradation ofintemal appurtenances in Cl-

(Issue 3) Appurtenances in LWRs " was not included within the scope of the LR the NSR portions of the feed system causing damage to the SR portions) is
because it is a " low priority" issue under the NRC GSI program. He staff a low priority issue, it is important to note that BGE did not review the
will further assess this GSI and the low priority GSis in general to determine aging in question because the IPA process described in the Rule and in
their consideration with respect to LR. BGE's methodology did not include a requirement so review such an issue.

BGE followed the scoping process as described in the Rule, We included

SR structures and components (SCs), SCs that could fail and prevet SR
functions and SCs that are relied upon for the regulated events. In
implementing the second criterion, the SOC states that " Consideration of

hypothetical failures that could result from system interdependencies that
are not a part of the CLB and that have not been previously experienced is
not required." (SOC @ 22467) His is an example of a" hypothetical
failure" w hich is not part ofour CLB (e.g. not controlled by Q List) and
therefore should not be included in the scope of LR. Therefore an
additional reason why aging of intemal appurtenances in the NSR portion
of the Feed System was not addressed is that these SSCs are not in the
scope of LR.

Action Required: None.
RMS

RMSI The Area and Process Radiation Monitormg System meets the selection No Response Cl
criteria set forth in NEI 95-10 for inclusion in LR- the evaluation boundaries
are consistent with the system safety related pressure boundaries; no obvious
omissions with respect to the selected structures and components were
observed; and the structure and component level intended function (s) were
identified. The participant did include the seats and discs for the system
containment isolation valves.

RMS2 De participant provided a detailed process methodology for determining the No Response Cl
plausible aging effects based on first identifying all potential aging effects
and evaluating them for each component group.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

. _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ - _ - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ , _ - . . _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ . ____ . - . .- - _.
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Response t2 NRC Ccmmrts (Pcg215 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Resnonse to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number
-RMS3 De identification of aging efTects presented by the participant appeared De RMS AMR Repon was in the process of being updated to refer to the C2

generally consistent with NEI 95-10, g 4.4.2. However, the aging ARDI that the LRA referred to.
management program did not appear to address the necessary management
of the aging effects for the stmcture and component intended function (s) and Action Reauirei Complete the update of the AMR repon. (Completed)
the associated design conditions.

De basis for demonstrating that the aging effects will be adequately
managed during the period of extended operation relied on c.:isting
surveillance and inspection programs. He participant methodology for
managing aging effects for the Radiation Monitoring System components
involves taking credit far existing surveillance and in'.pection programs
w hich involve periodic pressure testing and'or leaktge detection.

De existing pressure t sting and'or leakage detection programs would not
appear to provide assurance that components would continue to meet the
CLB loading conditions since they involve only pressure loading. De
concem is that affected components could presumably degrade and be
unable to sustain CLB loads, yet continue to meet the existing periodic
pressure testing and leakage detection criteria. NEl 95-10, f 4.2.1.3 and
i 4.2.3.2, states that the aging management should be in accordance with the
CLB. His is not consistent with the guideline.

Toward the end of the site visit resiew, the participant LCM /LR personnel
initiated some changes to address this concern. Dese changes were not
fully developed and therefore could not be reviewed by the staff.

Component Supports
CS I De evaluation of component supports passive classification appears to be in No Response Cl

accordance with Appendix B of the NEl guideline. He intended function
evaluation and description follow the guidance provided in NEI 95-10, g
3.2. He guideline specifically discusses structural supports and the
participant's evaluation is consistent with NEl 95-10.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -._ __ - ._. -- - - ~
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Response to NRC Ccmmrts (Pcg216 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

CS 2 The participant's evaluation recognized that additional programs for cenain Program is yet to be developed. O
commodity groups and'or specific component suppons within a commodity
group may be necessary for both the baselining activity and for aging Action Recuired:
management of those commodity groups subject to an aging
mechanism /effect. These new programs although included in the LCM The comment concerning les el of detail to be included in the LRA for a
evaluation, the application material did not contain the level of detail new program will be resolved as part of the current initiative on level of
necessary for the staff to perform an adegate review. The participant detail.
informed the stalTthat these programs were currently under development
and acceptance criteria were yet to be determined. The details of the additional baseline inspections will be developed

independent of this initiative.
CS3 The evaluation includes a discussion of industry experience, and specific No Response Cl

plant experience in determining applicable aging efTects.

CS4 1. The Seismic Verification Project (SVP) at Calvert Clitis and the The correct level of detail tojustif- the SQUG Program's role in aging O
(Issue 1) NRC approved Generic Implementation Procedure (GIP) use the Seismic management of component suppons will be resolved as part of the level of

Qualification Utility Group (SQUG) methodology w hich delineates detail initiative.
acceptance criteria used to evaluate the as-found conditions of component
supports. The SVP writeup in the preliminary information did not include a The second part of this comment addresses the PEG-7 walkdowns. It says
discussion and " level of detail" of the program elements and acceptance both the LRA and AMR lack sufficient detail on system engineer
criteria as was shown in the writeup for the ASME Code Section XI ISI walkdowns but that PEG-7 itself has the right level of detail. BGE's
program description, Table 5-2 of LCM evaluation 1657, which the staff position was that existing programs require much lessjustification. Staff
feels would be an acceptable level of detail necessary for making a finding. wants more of the details of the existing programs in the LR

correspondence. This will be resolved as part of the level of detail
The level of detail question can also be asked of the system engineer initiative.

walkdown. PEG-7, Attachment D, contains guidelines for performing an
evaluation of supports. This attachment contains acceptance criteria. Action Required: This comment will be resolved as part of the current

initiative on level of detail.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

. __ _ _ _- --,
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Resporse ta NRC Ccmm=ts (Pcge 17 of 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specinc Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

CS5 2. Additional description andjustification of w hy visual inspection The StatTexpects more correlation between the aging etTect and the aging O
(1ssue 2) during system walkdown or SVP walkdown is adequate to assess / determine management techniques chosen. Comment seems to apply to both Ah1R

integrity of component support is needed. He SVP followed the GIP which and LRA. The AMR and LRA do contasi discussion on the fact that the
the NRC has approved. Ilowever, additional discussion should be provided techniques chosen are capable of detecting the synptoms of the plausible
to explain how visual inspections will address the aging effect for the aging effects. He Staffs comment indicates that they did not locate this
structure and component intended function (s) during the period of extended discussion in the AMR Report or that more detail is needed.
operation.

Action Required: His comment will be resolved as part of the current
ne preliminary information in many cases concluded that the SVP is initiative on level of detail.

sufficient to provide a baseline activity that identilles all the aging effects or
the integrity of the applicable component support integrity. Page 7.6-7 of
the preliminary information states that " ..the SVP inspections would
discover any plausible aging efTects.. " for those supports within that
commodity grouping, yet the justification for this conclusion does not
contain the level of detail necessary to demonstrate that the efTects of aging
will be adequately managed. LCM evaluation 1657 does not contain a level
of detail necessary to demonstrate that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed.

CS 6 3. Additional guidance may be needed in NEl 95-10 that explains why, he NEl Guide section referred to in this comment covers Inspections for C3
(Issue 3) in some circumstances, the sampling proposed for baselining is an LR (i.e. ARDIs). The NEI Guide does not explicitly discuss crediting

acceptable approach for determining the aging efTect, and is not z.pplicable existing inspections as ARDis (which is really what BGE did for
or is adequately addressed by current programs. N2195-10, 4.3, identifies component supports).
more description elements than what is provided in the participant's
preliminary information and LCM evaluation 1657. The preliminary Second part of this comment reiterates their concern that more specifics are
information page 7.6-13 baseline activities for heatin,;, ventilation, and air not yet des eloped about the additional baseline walkdowns to cover
conditioniy Rod llanger Trapeze Supports inside Containment notes the supports not covered by SQUG or ISI.
performance of sampling baseline walkdowns yet there is no discussion of
the sampling criteria. Action Required: See response to comment CS 2.

He participant's methodology recognized the need for developing

i
specific elements, however, it should be noted that additional discussion is

| needed in the application writeup.
|

!

!

I O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
l C1 - Closed. No action required.

C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ - . - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _________-___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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Response to NRC Comm:nts (Pcge 18 of 25 )
'

Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

CS7 4. Intended functions of nonsafety systems, structures, and components The term safety related as defined in the CCNPP Q List" was the cause for C2
(Issue 4) that affect safety related systems, structures and components are included in this confusion. This tenn refers to safety related as well as SCs uhose

preliminary information, yet are nissing from LCM Evaluation 1657. This failure codd preven 2 SR functions. Therefore, the term includes both
apparent inconsistency was addressed in discussions with the participant criterion (1) and (2) fmm {5/.4 and the evaluation did not omit one of the
w hereby it was stated, in LCM evaluation 1657, that nonsafety related criteria.
equipment, w hich can affect safety related equipment, was not omitted from
the scoping process but was incorporated through other documentation. The Action Required: Modify the Commodity AMR report to clarify this point.
participant referenced plant specific analyses that uere used for scoping the (Completed)
aforementioned nonsafety related equipment. Notwithstanding this
observation, the preliminary information does clearly state the three
categories required to be evaluated by NEl 95-10, j 3.1,

CS8 5. LCM evaluation 1657, Page I states that there are 21 component in the AMR there are 21 support types. lionever, it was determined during C2
(Issue 5) support types, the preliminary information states there are only 20. LCM the evaluation comment period that there are no supports installed at

evaluation 1657 concludes that there are no Category E-t-B, " Equipment CCNPP for one of the types. Therefore, the LRA referred to only 20 types.
with Elastomer Isolators Inside Containment Componeias," therefore the
preliminary information only addresses 20 component support commodity Action Required: Modify the Commodity AMR report to clarify this point.
groups and not 21 as originally described. This is an example where the (Completed)
LCM evaluation 1657 needs to be updated or made consistent with the
preliminary information.

CS9 6. The LCM evaluation 1657 describes support (clips) for tubing (e.g., The AMR report was written under the old methodology and referred to C2
(Issue 6) air lines) as not within the scope because they are not long-lived; i.e., they instrument tubing clips as short-lived because they are replaced on

are replaced periodically. Page 4-3 describes replacement only when the condition. This was documented in a TPR prior to the pilot visit and no:
support " clip" breaks after being discovered during walkdown inspection. discovered during the visit as suggested by the comment.
This evaluation does not meet the intent of NEl 95-10 which states that
short-lived items must be categorized based on replacement requirements. Action Required: Modify the Commodity AMR report to clarify this point.
The participant acknowledged that this is an apparent omission in the (Completed)
evaluation and that support " clips" will be described and evaluated in greater
detail in another commodity evaluation report.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

. _ -_ _ ____. . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . -
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Response ta NRC Ccmm:nts (Pcp 19 of 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number
CS 10 7. The participant's aging effect categorized as "Other" (abuse, impacts, Consideration of abuse and impacts w hich accelerate aging seemed to be O

(Issue 7) accidents) has not been assessed by the staff for inclusion within the scope appropriate for component supports since failures of supports from this
of LR. The kinds ofini:iators included in this aging effect type can cause are known to occur. It is also something explicitly looked for by
accelerate or lead to premature failure due to induced degradation but may SQUG inspectors,151 inspectors and system engineer walkdowns.
not meet the intent of NEI 95-10 as an aging efTect. EPRI report TR- llowever, this ARDM is never the only ARDM plausible for a support type
100844 states that "the root cause of error-induced aging degradation and and the inspection techniques would not change based on this ARDM being
failure is not aging, but human error." plausible or not. Therefore, it could be deleted without changing the

technical results.

Action Reauired: Discuss this isste with the Staff further during their
review of the technical content of the CS Report.

Fuel llandling
Fi!I Based on a limited review the reviewer made the observations discussed AMR summary lacks the demonstration that etTects of agir.g are managed. Cl

below. He preliminary information provided by the participant is a Summary table (not LRA) was provided for this AMR in the pre-visit
summary of the aging management review only and does not contain the submittal.
level of detail that would be contained in an application. The preliminary
information appears to contain the necessary elements described in the Action Reauired: None,
guideline with the exception of the demonstration that the aging efTects
would be adequately managed for the period of extended operation. In
addition the following observauon was made of the material reviewed.

FH 2 Attachments 7 and 8 of the LCM taken from the IPA, do not have a lhese are existing programs required for heavy loa 6 handiing equipment. O
, Issue) sufTicient description of the programs necessary for making a finding on The only plausible aging mechanism was general corrosion of external(

whether the program will adequately manage the efTects of aging. The IPA surfaces. Including acceptance criteria, etc did nottappear to be needed.
and the preliminary information state only the program number and in some
cases a brief statement of what kind ofinspection is intended (i.e., visual Action Reauired: This comment will be resolved as part of the current
inspection). NEl 95-10, 6.2.3, states that the IPA (the attachment initiative on level of detail,
contained in the LCM) should provide an identification and description of
the aging management programs necessary for license renewal. For
example, the information provided does not appear to contain acceptance
criteria or a description of the corrective measures to be taken if acceptance
criteria are not met and a description of followup actions to casure the
corrective actions were adequate.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ . __ ,
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| Response to NRC Comm::ts (Pcg2 20 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration VisEComments Status

| Number
RVI

RVI I Reactor Vessel intemals meet the gtddance in NEl 95-10 for inclusion in No Response. Cl
L.R. He evaluation boundary was ident:5d 6..d documented. Scoping at
the structure and component level was not perfomied because the participant
indicated that all reactor vessel intemal components contribute to the
intended function. De only exception is the thimble tubes which are
screened out because the participant determine that they do not perform a
safety-related intended function.

RVI2 De reactor vessel internals AMR process meets the guidance in NEl 95-10. No Response Cl
Aging efTects were assessed to identify " plausible" aging effects. De aging
effect assessments are documented in the " Matrix Code" table, of the
Reactor VesselInternals Aging Management Review, Attachment 3. Plant
programs were reviewed to assess specific elements in the reactor vessel
intemals plant program, for example. ASME Section XI examination
program was given credit for aging management. He rationale for selecting
the specific aging management program to manage aging effects is
documented in the " Development of Aging Management Altematives" in
Attachment 8.

Structures

ne participant's "Contairi.aent System Aging Management Review No Response C1Stmc 1 e'

(Cont Report" provided information regarding identification of aging efTects.
Sys) Specifically,it contains a table of plausible and non-plausible ARDMs. He

NEl industry reports on pressurized water reactor Containment Stmeture is
used extensively as the basis for such determination.

I

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
Cl - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

-. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _- _ _ _ _ _______ _ ____ _ -__-_____- - _____ -_ _ _ __.__ ..-_.-____-__ . _ ___ _ -.
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Respo se to NRC Ccmmrts (Pege 21 ef 25 )
Comment . NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

Aging management programs, on the other hand, lack specificity as The Containment System AMR did not credit Section XI as an aging C2Struc 2 *

(Cont required by the NEI guideline. For example, it references subsections IWE management program. Herefore, there was no need to cite the edition of
Sys) and IWL of ASME Section XI without citmg a specific edition. It the code.

references Type A testing of Appendix J to 10 CFR Pan 50 without a
demonstration as to what and how the aging etTects on the containment ne reference to LCM-16 in the comments is not clear. The Containment
system may be managed by the Appendix A, Type A testing. Funher, the System AMR Report says that no components u ere eliminated from the
report references an on-site procedure, LCM-16, w hich contains information AMR because of the pre-evaluation steps (replacement programs or isolable
inconsistent with the guidance provided by NEI 95-10, Section 4.0. For ponions of systems). Even though the terminology is outdated, the
example, it cites only system intended functions and isolability technical results are utid.
determination (AKA, failure tolerance determination) as the criteria for
aging management. His report needs to be updated to incorporate the latest Action Required: Update the AMR to clarify this point. (Completed)
guidance provided by NEI 95-10.

As for the draft LRA, it provides a list of stmetural components LRA does not justify non-plausible aging mechanisms. OStruc 3 *

(Cont requiring AMR and a list of plausible ARDMs, all without description and '

Sys) justification. He LRA references Section 2.0 of the IPA methodology for ne second part of this comments reflects the Staff's confusion which
its age-related degradation inspection program. Ilowever, there is no such resulted from the LRA referring to Section 2 of the LRA which is actually
inspection procedure in Section 2.0 of the IPA methodology. the methodology in total. They iisiead boked at Section 2 of the

methodology looking for a descriptie. M ARDIs and found none.

Action Required:

ne first part of this comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level ofdetail.

For the second part of the comment, we need to ensure that the StafTis

familiar with the entire LRA table of contents and the relationship between
each section submitted and the whole LRA.

Both the Containment System Aging Management Review Report and None oStruc 4 *

(Cont the LRA provide a limited description regarding aging management
Sys) programs. Action Reauired: Ris comment will be resolved as part of the current

initiative on level ofdetail.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

,
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R:sponse to NRC Comm:nts (Pcgm 22 of 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments StatusNumber

Struc 5 The participant's " Containment Structure Aging Management Review Need more details on new programs. LRA contains attnbutes of an O
=

(Class I Report" and the Intake Structure Turbine Building, Fuel Oil Storage Tank effective program only. He requested details have not yet been developed
Struc) and Condensate Storage Tank Enclosure AMR Programs provide for ARDIs on structures.

descriptions of the bases for inclusion or exclusion of certain ARDMs.
New, modified, or existing program activities are summarized in a Action Reauired:
reasonable detail. liowever, there is no demonstration that a program (s)
containing the identified attributes has been or will be established to manage The comment concerning level of detail to be included in the LRA for a
the aging effects. new program will be resolved as part of the current initiative on level of

detail.

He details of the structural ARDIs will be developed independent of this
initiative.

While the reports provide a comprehensive list of the structures and De discussion is consatent with the guidance provided in the NEI Guide. OStruc 6 .

(Class I components, and their intended functions as well asjustification for It addresses each of the tullets in Section 6 with the exception of how
Struc) exclusion or inclusion of certain ARDMs, the LRA has only limited indusuy operating expc rience is incorporated. (Industry operating

description andjustification for the information presented. It is largely experience is incomornted generically per the BGE methodology). ne
inconsistent with the guidance provided in NEl 95-10, g 6.2. LRA does not contain sufficient detail on each of the bullets to meet the

Staffs expectations.

Action Required: his comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level ofdetail.

Strue 7 Both the reports and the LRA do not contain information required by the BGE approach to reviewing generic correspondence is described in the C3
(Class 1 NEI Guideline to demonstrate that aging efTects are adequately managed and BGE IPA methodology and the response to Staff RAls on the methodology.
Struc) that component intended function are properly maintained. Neither the This approach is consistent with the NEl Guide requirements. Also see

reports nor the LRA contains any information regarding age-related response to Struc 6.
operating experience or NRC generic communications pertinent to the
containment structure or other Class i Structures. For example, the
Information Notice on Farley Nuclear Power Plant tendon anchor head
failure and NUREG 1522 on structural degradation were not discussed.

Struc 8 1. Level of detail on aging management programs in LRA and AMRs is Level of detail issue restated. See response to Struc 6. C3
(Issues 1) not consistent with NEl 95-10, f 6.2.

Struc 9 2. Aging management inspections in inaccessible areas is not addressed New programs not fully developed. See response to struc 5. C3
(Issue 2) orjustified.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_ _ - - - . _ - _ . _ _ - - _ - - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - . - - -
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Response t:2 NRC Ccmmrts (Pcg2 23 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstranon Visit Comments Status
Number
Struc 10 3. The AMRs need to be updated to incorporate the latest guidance Updates in progress at time of visit. C2
(issue 3) . provided by the NEl 95-10, Section 4.0.

Action Required. Complete updates of Structures AMR reports
(Completed).

Struc 1I 4. The IPA methodology, Section 2.0, does not contain age-related Staff misunderstood reference to Section 2 of LRA. See response to C3
(Issue 4) degradation inspection program should not be referenced for such purpose. comment Struc 3.

Struc 12 5. Level of Detail regarding post-tensioning tendon system inspection is Level of detail restated again but this time for a specific component. This is O
(Issue 5) not consistent with NEl 95-10. an existing program and the level of detail was believed to be appropriate.

Action Required: This comment will be resolved as part of the current
initiative on level ofdetail.

. Struc 13 6. There is insu!Iicient information regarding aging mariagement in the See response to comment G7. C3
(Issue 6) FSAR Supplement.

Struc 14 Structural scalants meets the selection criteria set forth in NEl 95-10 No Response C1
(Sealants for inclusion in LR and the structure and component level intended

) functions were correctly identified.

Struc 15 in general, the participant presented information at an appropriate level No Response C1
(Sealants ofdetail with respect to the aging management program process relating to

) structural sealants. The aging management program appears consistent with
the guidance of the guideline. Aging effects and related aging management
programs were identified. The aging management program includes
condition monitoring at a frequency consistent with industry practices for
monitoring fire barrier structural scalants

Consumables

~ Cons | The participant provided some discussion regarding their general No Response Cl
methodology relating to consumables; i.e., seals, packing, gaskets, O* rings,
and filters. The participant includes all safety related equipment including
their associated consumables on the Q-list which are considered within the
scope of LR during the initial scoping. The participant, in general, does not
consider consumables within the scope of LR beyond the initial scoping step
because the participant determined them to be "short-Ined "

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
C1 - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_. -- . -- - _. - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ . - . . _ . . . - ~
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R:spons( to NRC Comm:nts (Pcg2 24 ef 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number

TLAAs
TLAAI Containment tendon prestress was identified as an TLA A and meets No Response C1
(tendons) the selection criteria set forth in NEI 95-10 { 5.1.

TLAA 2 The documentation is presented in a format consistent with NEl 95- No Response CI
(tendons) 10, { 5.1.4, for deferring the TLAA evaluation.

TLAA 3 1. Corrective Actions - NEl 95-10, Q 5.1.4, indicates that if a TLAA The NEl Guide requires discussion of alternative actions which could be C2
(TLAA evaluation is to be deferred, corrective actions, as well as methodology, employed if future analysis does not show satisfactory results. He Staff
Issue 1) criteria, and schedule, are to be discussed. De draft example indicates that wants to know that there are technically feasible attematives to the

technical specification (TS) surveillance will continue and the existing referenced calculation. If so, they are more likely to approve the LRA with
prestress-loss curve will be extended as corrective actions. Ilowever, the TS the deferral of the TLAA until some future date. De fact that Tech Specs
surveillance and extending the curve are not corrective actions. Corrective will not allow the plant to operate does not provide this assurance. This
actions should be feasible options that ensure the acceptance criteria w ould will be incorporated into our TLA/ work.
be met. For example, retensioning the tendon to meet Regulatory Guide
1.35," Inservice Inspection of Underground Tendons in Prestressed Concrete Action Recuired: Incorporate this expectation into the T1.AA work.
Containments," Rev. 2 or tendon replacement are potential corrective (Completed)
actions.

- TLAA 4 2. Methodology - the draft example merely indicates under Referred to the goveming reg guide as the method of recalculation. Staff O
(TLAA " Methodology" that the prestress-loss curve will be extended. No wants more detail. His currently is not included under the level of detail
Issue 2) methodology was described as discussed in NEI 95-10, Q5.1.4. initiative explicitly, but it may be able to be resolved in house after the

appropriate LRA and AMR level of detail is determined.

Action Required: Apply lessons learned from cu Tent level ofdetail
initiative to TLAA documentation.

Reacter vessel pressurized thermal shock (10 CFR 50 61) upper shelf No Response- CITLAA 5 *

(Vessel) energy (Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50) and surveillance program
(Appendix 11 to 10 CFR Part 50) were identified as TLA As. His meets the
selection criteria set forth in NEl 95-10, s 5.1.

In accordance with selection criteria set forth in NEl 95-10, On reconsideration, it might not be appropriate to call the P-T curves a C1TLAA 6 *

(Vessel) participant also identified the pressure / temperature limits as a TLA A. This TLAA. They are merely one of the plant documents which needs to be
is because the participant has pressure / temperature limits in the TS intended updated based on the neutron embrittlement TLAA. Documentation will be
to cover the duration of the current license term. adjusted accordingly.

Action Reauired: None.

O - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
Cl - Closed. No action required.
C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

______ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Response to NRC Ccmme ts (Pcge 25 cf 25 )
Comment NRC Comment CCNPP Specific Response to NRC Demonstration Visit Comments Status
Number - *

TLAA 7 * Pressurized thermal shock, upper shelf energy, and The confusion stemmed from presenting the vessel embrittlement TLAA in CI
pressure / temperature limits are examples of neutron embrittlement discussed the format for a TLAA that is to be deferred since this TLAA will not be
in "NEI Pilot Demonstrating, TLAA." The documentation is presented in a deferred. A separate format has been developed after the visit.
format consistent with NEl 95-10, 6 5.1.4, for deferring the TLAA
evaluation. Action Reauired: None.

TLAA 8 1. Deferring in TLAA evaluations - NEl 95-10, 9 5.1.4, indicates that, Format for presenting vessel TLAA was not chosen to imply that we would O
(Issue 1) in general, TLAAs should be completed and submitted at the time of LRA. defer TLAAs normally and only recalculate as an exception. It was chosen

flowever, the draft examples give the impression tnat TLAA evaluations are because we had no other convenient format for TLAA results.
to be deferred in general because the examples were formatted to provide
the information in accordance with NEI 95-10 for deferring the TLAA We still have a conceptual difference with the staff on when TLAAs need to
evaluation. For example, even though the participant has an approved be re-analyzed,
pressurized thermal shock analysis for 60 years, the draft example presents
the information for pressurized thermal shock in a format consistent with Action Recuired: Conduct further discussion with the Staff on which
deferring the TLAA evaluation. TLAAs need to be re-evaluated prior to LRA submittal.

TLAA 9 2. Corrective Actions - Similar to the discussion with the containment See response to comment TLAA 3. C3
(Issue 2) tendon TLA A, the statement that, " Technical Specification restriction will

prohibit the startup Unit 2 without valid pressure / temperature limits" is not
appropriate under " corrective actions."

FSAR Supplement
FSAR I The dran supplement was not dated. The level of detail was not More detail desired. See response to comment G7. C3

consistent with NEI 95-10, f 6.3.

FSAR 2 Level of Detail- determining the level of detail for an application for Staft's expectations for level of detail of FSAR Supplement may exceed C3
license renewal is a key objective of the LRDP. He draft FSAR level of detail in current FSAR. See response to comment G7.
Supplement examples do not contain a sufTicient level of detail to provide
continuing regulatory assurance of actions to be taken under 10 CFR 54.29,
and 54.37. For example, under the heading " Reactor Coolant Water
Chemistry Control," there is no specific description of what the chemistry
control program is or what component and aging effects are being managed.
Similar concerns exist under " Inservice Inspections (ASME XI)." Based on
the staff's review of the example FSAR updates and NEI 95-10, Q 6.3,
additional guidance is needed for the Updated FSAR LR Supplement.

_

|

0 - Open C3 - Closed. Tracked under another comment number.
I Cl - Closed. No action required.

C2 - Closed. Required action complete.

_. - _ . ---_ .-. _-_ _ _ - _ . --_- ._ .____ __- -_ _ _ _ ____ _ ___-______---__ _ - - __-_-_ _ _ -
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NRC Comments on BGE Task 1 Template

I. Scoping

A. System / Structure / Component Description

1. The system boundary description provided should
include more than the identification of major
components within the system, only identification of
major components does not provide sufficient
information to determine the boundary of the system.

Response: BGE agreed to include conceptual boundaries of the
systems as desceibed in Section 3.2 of their
Methodology.

2. Include criteria for commodity grouping

Response: BGE agreed to include a discussion of the make-up of
the commodity group

3. The system / commodity group description should also include ASME
Code Classes, IEEE classifications, or other standards, if
appropriate.

Response: BGE stated that this information is already in the
applicable FSAR Sections.

4. Provide a reference to the system / structure FSAR Section

Response: BGE agreed to include a reference to the FSAR section.

5. Include system intended functions

Response: BGE stated that the component intended functions are
included in the reports and it focuses is on

;
maintaining those component intended function. 1

8. Scoped SCs and Functions

. 6. Include a statement in the template that requires a Description
d of the portion (or boundary) of the system that is needed for the

system to perform its intended function (s) (the within scope of
renewal boundary)

Response: BGE agreed to revise the template as requested.
,

h

;

ATTACHMENT 3

.

_ _ . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ - - - - - _ _ - _ .- - - - - - - - _ = - - - - -
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7. List the structures and components subject to an aging management
review and their intended functions. Be specific about the CLB
design loading conditions for the intended function, for example,
are the structures and components required to remain functional
during a seismic event or LOCA in order to perform the intended
function.

Response: The staff agreed to further evaluate the list issue
and provide more detail to BGE on June 20, 1996.

8. Clarify the intent of the statement " Detail here can be limited
by referencing the methodology scoping sections"

Response: BGE stated that the intent of this statement was to
limit the discussion of its methodology by referencing
specific sections of the methodology.

9. Insert the word "their" between "and" and " Function" in the title
of Section I.B

Response: BGE agreed to revise the template as requested.
]

II. Aging Management

A. SC Materials and Environment

10. Include a brief discussion of plant specific and industry
,

operating experience considered in evaluating aging effects. !

(Refer to 6.3.3.5 of BGE methodology)

Response: After discussing this issue with BGE, it appears that
the staff's concern will be addressed in the-

discussion of plausible and non-plausible aging
effects required by Section II.B of the BGE template.:

11. The external and internal environment descriptions are buried in
the body of the aging management discussion. Describe the-

components environment first and then begin the aging effects
discussion.

'

4

i
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Response: BGE commented that the template calls for the external
and internal environment descriptions at the beginning
of the aging effects discussion. The staff stated
that this comment resulted from review of the BGE IPA
system and commodity reports submitted May 22, 1996.
BGE stated that these IPA reports were written prior
to the development of the template and did not reflect
the structure of future IPA reports based on the
template.

12. The internal environment description should also give some
description of f'aw conditions, if appropriate.

Response: BGE agreed to include flow conditions if it is
applicable to the aging effect evaluation.

C. ARDM Effects on SC Functions

13. Add "under all CLB conditions" after "affected" and before "?"

Response: BGE agreed to revise the template as requested.

!

_ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _


